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This project is envisaged as theoretical research of knowledge for process of learning foreign (non-native) language from 1954 when European cultural convention is from, when for the first time learning of languages is established as an aspect of the mission of Council of Europe for improvement of European understanding and European cooperation until nowadays. Consideration of part of materials shows that this process as a result of numerous relevant analyses could and should be promoted. Research is about all aspects from this process separately (division of levels, preparation of tests, preparation of materials etc.).

Aiming to make comparison with contemporary European flows for learning language we make analyses of several texts that elaborate this problem area from several different aspects. Consideration of this materials shows that this process may and should be promoted. Long-range researches show that this process is consisted of several segments and each segment should be paid special attention.

In relation to conditions in our University we could say that some findings are already being applied but there are some that require additional work.

The aim of the project is to scan the situation in the University and to detect those aspects that can be implemented in order to improve the process with results of long-term researches.